Study on the Practical Effect of "Learning to Build Dreams" Action on Educating People

——Taking the Department of Traditional Chinese Medicine of Jilin Agricultural Science and Technology College as an Example
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Abstract: The action of "learning to build dreams" is the conscientious implementation and implementation of the general secretary Xi Jinping's new socialist ideology of China with the characteristics of socialism with Chinese characteristics and the spirit of the nineteen major meetings of the party in order to further promote the teachers and students in universities and colleges in Jilin. Led by the working committee of Jilin higher education of the Communist Party of China, a characteristic activity combining theoretical study and educational practice is carried out in all colleges and universities in the province. The "learning" in the "learning to build dreams" action is to organize teachers and students to focus on the new era of socialist thinking with Chinese characteristics in the general secretary Xi Jinping. The practical role of college students' ideological and political education.

1. Introduction

This article mainly introduces the basic form, part of the practical content and the role of the "learning to build dreams" action practice education in the organization of the "Learning Dreaming" action of the Department of Traditional Chinese Medicine of Jilin Agricultural Science and Technology College. The aim is to strengthen the propaganda atmosphere of the “Learning and Dreaming” action of the Department of Traditional Chinese Medicine, to provide material support for the further development of the “Learning and Dreaming” action of the Jilin Agricultural Science and Technology College, and to broaden the thinking of the “learning and dreaming” action research.

2. The Organizational Form of "Learning to Build Dreams"

The Youth League Committee (Student Union) establishes "learning class" to broaden the main position of new ideas dissemination. Taking the major student cadres of the China Academy of Pharmacy (Student Union) as the member of "learning class", Xi Jinping's new socialist ideology with Chinese characteristics is the main learning content of "learning classroom". The class (League branch) opened up "learning garden" and cultivated the responsibility field of new ideas communication. Setting up a “Learning Garden” with the class (Team Branch) affiliated to the Department of Traditional Chinese Medicine, combining Xi Jinping ’s new era of socialist ideological learning and education with Chinese characteristics into class activities, teaching activities, and teaching practice, using the QQ group, WeChat group to disseminate the spirit of Xi Jinping ’s important speech and the theoretical innovations of socialism with Chinese characteristics,
assigning fixed classrooms to build posters, realizing the normalization of students' self-education and self-improvement, and strengthening the fundamentals of college students' ideological and political leadership.

Rely on student dormitories to establish "learning groups" to achieve full coverage of the spread of new ideas. The "study group" is setting up with the dormitory of the students from the Department of Traditional Chinese Medicine as the unit, that is, each dormitory is a "study group", and the head of the dormitory is the leader of the "study group", who is responsible for organizing the students in the dormitory to record "study diary" and share "learning experience", advocating mutual help and learning, carrying out characteristic activities in combination with daily life, and encouraging the students in the same dormitory to "study garden" in the class. The Youth League Committee (Student Union) strives to be advanced in the "learning classroom" activities, and promotes the routine, daily life, and popularization of the "learning and dreaming" action.

3. Practical Form of "Learning to Build Dreams" Action

The Department of Traditional Chinese Medicine takes Xi Jinping's new era socialism thought with Chinese characteristics as its theoretical guidance, and combines the actual and professional characteristics of the college to carry out the design and development of the "learning and dreaming" action. Giving full play to the role of "Learning Dream Building Lecture Hall" and "Learning Dream Building Tutor". "Learning and Dreaming Lecture Hall" regularly holds lectures, forums, movie watching, and exchange seminars; strengthens the sense of responsibility of "learning and dreaming instructors", strengthens the theoretical guidance of "learning and dreaming instructors" to students, and strengthens students' ideals and beliefs.

The Department of Traditional Chinese medicine adheres to the training objective of application-oriented talents and takes the action of "learning to build dreams" as an opportunity to focus on cultivating students' sense of social responsibility, innovative spirit and practical ability. Taking the spirit of the document of the outline for the implementation of patriotism education in the new era as an opportunity, relying on the places such as "New Era Institute", "Youth Marxism Learning Society", red education base, characteristic community, modern rural construction, etc. as the base of "learning to build dreams" action practice education, widely carrying out situation and policy education, social practice, legal education, patriotism education, ambition We are willing to provide services, help the poor and carry out basic culture and beauty education and integrity education to cultivate students' feelings of home and country.

With the help of the intelligent campus construction platform of the Jilin Agricultural Science and Technology College, the Department of Traditional Chinese Medicine applied new media to comprehensively carry out online ideological and political education. In the ideological and political work, it took advantage of the flexibility and effectiveness of new media, maximized use of resources, and individual control of learning initiative. Mainly open up "learning communities" on the smart campus construction platform, the college website, "WeChat public platform", QQ group and WeChat group to push Xi Jinping's new era of socialism with Chinese characteristics related text materials and video materials, organizing students to use the network. The platform conducts self-learning, improves the coverage and influence of the "learning dream building" action, and expands the dream building space of the Department of Traditional Chinese Medicine.

The Department of Traditional Chinese Medicine focuses on learning the important elaboration of general secretary Xi Jinping's concern for the healthy growth of the young generation. It combines the solution of College Students' ideological problems with solving practical problems, and voluntarily dissolves ideological puzzles, difficulties in life and emotional troubles for students. We should make full use of such work as supporting students in need, helping them with their studies and employment, and providing mental health services, so as to make ideological and political work on the students' psychological level, and strive to promote theoretical and political identification with emotional identification.
4. The Role of "Learning and Dreaming" Action Practice to Educate People

The Department of Traditional Chinese Medicine has always attached great importance to the ideological and political education of students, combining daily ideological and political education with the action of "learning and building dreams", and strives to better understand Xi Jinping's socialist ideas with Chinese characteristics in the new era and the great revival of the Chinese nation. To promote the organic integration of knowledge transfer and value guidance, and improve their ideological and moral cultivation, producing a sense of identity both psychologically and emotionally by the close integration of ideological and political education and professional knowledge learning, The Department of Traditional Chinese Medicine of Jilin Agricultural Science and Technology College uses the educating function of online media to carry out the “learning and dream building” action, which integrates ideological and political education into the daily management of students. Political work channels are wider, positions are stronger, and the effectiveness of educating people is more prominent.

The College of traditional Chinese medicine of Jilin Agricultural Science and Technology University has carried out activities such as "Jilin University Students' Ideological and political course competition", theme lecture, news broadcast before class, teachers and students sharing a ideological and political course, and studying ideological and political classics, so that students can change from passive listening to ideological and political courses to active teaching of Ideological and political courses, and ignite the interest of students in Ideological and political courses of the College of traditional Chinese medicine of Jilin Agricultural Science and technology, To improve the participation of students in the ideological and political course of traditional Chinese Medicine College of Jilin Agricultural Science and technology college.

The Department of Traditional Chinese Medicine of Jilin Agricultural Science and Technology College has closely integrated the "learning and dreaming" action with the "Qingma Project" to form a mode of interdependence between the "learning and dreaming" action organization operating system and the Qingma Engineering Organization operating system The innovation theory of the Times Party has taken root in the minds of students and promoted the "Qingma Project" to upgrade its quality.

5. Conclusion

The implementation of the “Learning and Dreaming” action of the Department of Traditional Chinese Medicine of Jilin Agricultural Science and Technology College will guide students to ignite patriotism and temper the spirit of struggle in the practice of dreaming, and strive to become a qualified builder and reliable successor of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era, which is conducive to promoting the college Enrich and develop the form of dream-learning educational activities, improve the internal practice mechanism of learning classrooms, consolidate and broaden the main position for the spread of new ideas, enhance the uniformity of students' political identity, broaden the scope of the ideological and political practice of the college and educate people, and improve the thinking of college students The participation in political class, the promotion of the college's "Tsing Ma Project" to improve quality and promotion, strengthening students to bear in mind the "four consciousness" and firm "four beliefs" are of great significance.
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